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Great project, great price

Ø Black Rock differentiated
Ø Graphite market; huge potential, not well understood
Ø Valuations
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A differentiated asset

ØSignificant advantages, both geological and…
§ The 2nd largest graphite reserve, and the 4th largest JORCcompliant resource
§ Bias to large flake sizes, low strip ratios, minimal impurities
§ Ability to produce highest quality products without chemical
interference
§ Use of dry-stacking – no need for wet tailings dams
§ No need to dispose of used hydrofluoric acid
Ø…Geographical

§ Access to key infrastructure – TAZARA, Port of Dar es Salaam,
TANESCO
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Ports of Dar es Salaam, Mtwara

Ø The TAZARA railway feeds directly into the Port of Dar es Salaam, which serves
seven countries and handles 95% of Tanzania’s trade cargoes
Port of Dar es Salaam

Port of Mtwara
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A differentiated approach

ØRecognising the need for risk mitigation
§ Imerys’ Okanjande, Namibia placed on care and maintenance in 2018
§ Syrah’s Balama project, built after PFS, has had teething problems

ØA key focus of the DFS
§ Large-scale pilot plant, improvements in the plant design over 15 iterations
§ Customer testing of Mahenge graphite products
§ Logistics tests
§ Operational readiness work
§ 25,000 man-hours of work
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Strong outlook for graphite

ØGraphite looks like iron ore did in the mid-2000s; increasing
Chinese imports will drive higher prices
ØDemand growth driven by new, embryonic industries – EVs,
energy storage – and pent-up demand for expandable graphite
ØChinese supply is under pressure; China already imports +50
mesh material
ØPrices for large flake graphite have already leapt
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Not all graphite is created equal

ØLarge flake; 80 mesh and larger
§ Massive pent-up demand
§ Supply constrained
§ Prices up ~25% over the past one year
§ There is a step change in pricing above 98% purity and 80 mesh

ØBattery grade; 150 to 80 mesh
§ Demand constrained – at least for now
§ Prices flat
§ Spheronizing performance with be the differentiating factor

ØRefractory: small flake, lower grade, market of last resort
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The thing about batteries

ØThe battery market will be huge,
one day

Global smartphone sales

ØEV penetration outside of China
is still low
ØCompanies still have to fund
themselves while the market
develops
ØSmartphone sales growth was
essentially linear
Ø Everybody agrees that battery technology will change the world.
How long is your investment horizon?
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Early adopters, not mass market

Wall Street, 1987, 20th Century Fox
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Demand growth will outperform

ØFlake graphite demand to increase from 630,000 tonnes in
2017 to ~1.4m tonnes by 2027
§ Batteries 20% pa, industrial 6% pa, refractory 0%
§ Implies industrial demand growing at just 10,000 tpa

ØDemand increase in 2017-2027 equates to two “Balamas
or three “Mahenges”
ØBlack Rock’s offtake agreements for 205,000 tpa (year 3),
represent 23% of total natural flake demand (2017),
suggesting we are hugely underestimating demand
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Graphite supply challenged

ØChinese supply being hampered by dwindling grades in
large flake, and stricter environmental controls
ØShandong: larger flakes, reserves depleting
ØHeilongjiang: +200 mesh range, ~45% China production,
oversupply

ØSeveral African projects are looking to ramp up; financing is
likely to be challenging for projects at the pre-DFS stage
ØMarket outlook: two large players, Syrah and Black Rock,
with a number of smaller players serving niche markets
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Valuations

Ø <4% of NPV is cheap

Ø Projects a year from
cash flow can trade at
30%-50% of NPV
Ø Black Rock valued at
A$0.16 to A$0.40
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Valuations

ØStrategic investors pay more
§ Benefit of synergies, more capital, no ‘add-ons’ to boost returns
§ Buying a 25% stake in Mahenge for US$56m (25% of NPV) would value the
other 75% at US$168m (A$0.40/shr)

ØLonger-term, the project will be valued on earnings
§ Industrial minerals peers are trading at ~10x EV/EBITDA
§ Implies a valuation of >US$2.0bn
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Looks like a lay-up

ØMahenge is the most thoroughly executed project
ØGraphite looks like iron ore in the mid-2000s
ØBlack Rock and Syrah to emerge as dominant players
Ø<4% of NPV is unjustifiably cheap. On a debt and equity
financing this is worth, A$0.16 to A$0.40
ØShare price performance in 2019 will be inversely
proportional to the number of ‘EV slides’ in a companies’
presentation
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Important disclaimer

This document is a marketing communication. It is not investment advice. It is for information and educational purposes
only. The document does not and could not take into account your financial situation, objectives, needs, risk appetite, and
other factors pertaining to your circumstances. It is not personalised to your specific situation and is not personal
investment advice.
The information, facts, figures, data and analysis in this document are believed to be accurate, reliable and credible but
nothing has been verified for its accuracy and certainty. Any opinions expressed in this document are opinions only and
nothing more. The owner of this report is not responsible for any errors or admissions.
This document contains forward looking statements which are subject to risks, uncertainties and factors that may cause
the results and outcomes to differ materially from those discussed herein. Such forward looking statements are not
necessarily endorsed by the company.
You should consult with a qualified financial advisor before making any financial decisions.
By reading this document you acknowledge, submit and adhere to this disclaimer and accept the liabilities incurred from
your own decisions and use this information and analysis at your own risk.
The author may or may not own shares in the companies discussed in this document. The author has a long position in
Black Rock Mining.
This document is distributed free of charge and any unauthorized copying, alteration, distribution, transmission,
performance, display or other use of this material, without prior consultation with the author is prohibited.
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John de Vries
Black Rock Mining
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Disclaimer
The release, publication or distribution of this presentation in certain
jurisdictions may be restricted by law and therefore persons in such
jurisdictions into which this presentation is released, published or distributed
should inform themselves about and observe such restrictions.
DISCLAIMER
This presentation is for informational purposes only and does not constitute
an offer to sell, or solicitation to purchase, any securities. Such Offer can be
made only through proper subscription documentation and only to investors
meeting strict suitability requirements. Any failure to comply with these
restrictions may constitute a violation of applicable securities laws. In
providing this presentation Black Rock Mining Limited ACN 094 551 336
(“Black Rock”) has not considered the financial position or needs of the
recipient. Persons needing advice should consult their stockbroker, bank
manager, solicitor, attorney, accountant or other independent financial and
legal advisors.
FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
Various statements in this presentation constitute statements relating to
intentions, future acts and events. Such statements are generally classified as
“forward looking statements” and involve known and unknown risks,
uncertainties and other important factors that could cause those future acts,
events and circumstances to differ materially from what is presented or
implicitly portrayed herein. Words such as “anticipates”, “expects”, “intends”,
“plans”, “believes”, “seeks”, “estimates” and similar expressions are intended
to identify forward-looking statements. Black Rock caution shareholders and
prospective shareholders not to place undue reliance on these forwardlooking statements, which reflect the view of Black Rock only as of the date of
this presentation. The forward-looking statements made in this presentation
relate only to events as of the date on which the statements are made.

COMPETENT PERSONS
The information in this report that relates to Exploration Results and Mineral
Resource Statements is based on information compiled by John de Vries, who
is a member of the AusIMM. He is an employee of Black Rock. John de Vries
has sufficient experience which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and
type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which he is
undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2004 and 2012
Edition of the ‘Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral
Resources and Ore Reserves’.
The information that relates to Mineral Resources is based on and fairly
represents information compiled by Mr Lauritz Barnes, (Consultant with
Trepanier Pty Ltd) and Mr Aidan Patel (Consultant with Patel Consulting Pty
Ltd). Mr Barnes and Mr Patel are members of the Australian Institute of
Mining and Metallurgy and have sufficient experience of relevance to the
styles of mineralisation and types of deposits under consideration, and to the
activities undertaken to qualify as Competent Persons as defined in the 2012
Edition of the Joint Ore Reserves Committee (JORC) Australasian Code for
Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves. Mr
Barnes, Mr Patel and Mr de Vries consent to the inclusion in this report of the
matters based on their information in the form and context in which they
appear.
The Ore Reserves have been compiled by Black Rock Mining, under the
direction of Mr John de Vries, who is a Member and Chartered Professional of
the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. Mr de Vries is a full-time
employee of Black Rock Mining and holds performance rights in the company
as part of his total remuneration package. Mr de Vries has sufficient
experience in Ore Reserve estimation relevant to the style of mineralisation
and type of deposit under consideration to qualify as a Competent Person as
defined in the 2012 Edition of the “Australasian Code for Reporting of Mineral
Resources and Ore Reserves”.
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Who is Black Rock Mining?
Black Rock Mining Limited is an Australian
based company listed on the Australian
Securities Exchange (ASX:BKT).
The Company has a 100% interest in the
Mahenge Graphite Project located in
Tanzania.
The Project has a JORC compliant Mineral
Resource Estimate of 212m tonnes at 7.8%
TGC.
The Reserve is 70m tonnes at 8.5% TGC and
supports a mine life of 250k tonnes of
graphite per annum for 25 years.
The contained graphite of the project is
ranked #2 in terms of Ore Reserves and #4 in
terms of Resources

Map showing location of Mahenge Graphite Project in Tanzania
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Management
Black
Rock Mining Corporate

ASX Ticker
Share Price

BKT
A$0.068

(as at 11 March 2019)

Shares on Issue

538.5m

Options

47m

Fully Diluted Market Capitalisation

A$33.4m

Top 20 Shareholders
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Holding qualifications in
Environmental Sciences and
Management with over 13 years
experience with Government and
Corporate sectors. Raymond is
responsible for overall business
and operations in Tanzania and
manages relationships and
interactions with, National
Government, Local Government,
NGO’s and Community relations.

A geologist with over 30 years
executive experience in the
resources and investments
industries. Prior roles include
Investment Director at Mining PE
Fund EMR Capital, Executive
Director in Macquarie Bank’s
Metals & Energy Capital Division
and Chief Geologist then Mining
Manager with Ernest Henry
Mining. Has raised capital and
financed a number of projects
globally, including across Africa.

8,000, 000

1/4/18

RICHARD CROOKES
Non-Executive
Chairman

1/3/18

Mining Engineer with over 35
years-experience in mine
development and operations.
Previously, General Manager
Technical Services with St
Barbara and integral in the 2014
turnaround. John has held
positions at BHP Ni West, and
was Global Business Manager,
Advanced Mining Solutions with
Orica Mining Services. John’s
geographic experience includes
Africa, the Pacific, the FSU, North
America and South America.

RAYMOND HEKIMA
Vice President – Corporate
(Tanzania)

1/2/18

JOHN DE VRIES
CEO,
Executive Director

c.42%
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Why Graphite?

Growing demand
Energy efficiency
EV & Batteries

• Demand for energy storage and
expanded applications is likely to
double volumes over next decade
• In the expandable market,
urbanization and building renovation
are driving demand for large flake and
purity products

Flake Size opportunity
Emerging Product
Premium
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Why Black Rock Mining ?

• The best undeveloped graphite project
globally driven by geology and
geography
• Highest grade concentrate and flake size
distribution with a scalable deposit as
demand grows
• Lowest peak capital expenditure driven
by good logistics – close to rail and port
with direct grid power access
• The only project with a bankable DFS

Geology
Geography
Grade & Size
Exceptional Economics
Logistics
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Exceptional DFS
Item

Metric

Post-tax, unlevered NPV10
Post-tax, unlevered IRR
Capex for Phase One (83k tonnes pa)
Capex for Phase Two (83k tonnes pa)
Capex for Phase Three (83k tonnes pa)
Life of Mine C1 Costs, FOB Dar
Life of Mine All in Sustaining Costs, FOB Dar*
Concentrate basket FOB Dar es Salaam**
Life of Mine
Average Steady State Production Rate
Total Life of Mine Concentrate Production
Ore Reserves
Reserve Life
Resources

US$895m
42.80%
US$115m (incl 10% cont)
US$69.5m (incl 15% cont)
US$84.2m (incl 15% cont)
US$401 /t
US$473 /t
USD $1,301/t
32 years
250k tonnes per annum
6.6m tonnes
70m tonnes @ 8.5% TGC
23 years
212m tonnes @ 7.8% TGC

3D Proposed Stage 1Process Plant

* AISC includes all post start up capex including module 2&3 expansion
**Basket is LOM average price for 97.5% LOI sized concentrate packed in 1 tonne bulka bags

Refer ASX Release of 24 October 2018

CAPEX US$115m | NPV10 US$895m | IRR 42.8% | MARGIN 63.6%
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Product Validation
• Black Rock conducted a 90 tonne Pilot Plant producing 8 tonnes of
concentrate into the hands of 24 customers who can work with the product
and validate the quality
• The Pilot Plant defined the DFS and the success of the marketing strategy
• The Pilot Plant became a strategic pathway to securing customers through
Offtakes and finance
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A team that can deliver
2016
March

Scoping study delivered

April

Metallurgical testing

June

99.1% World first TGC Purity
achieved in lab by flotation

2017

April

PFS delivered

2018

May

Pilot Plant, World first
99%+ Purity delivered by pilot plant

Oct

1st Offtake agreement signed
DFS delivered
2nd Offtake agreement signed

Jan

3rd Offtake agreement signed

Feb

Mining Licence Issued

2019

From
Scoping
study to DFS
in 2 years
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Tanzanian engagement

Tanzanian community and Government are
supportive of Black Rock. We have properly
secured our social licence to operate.
• Environmental
approval received
• Mining licence
awarded
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Why invest in Black Rock ?
There are two world class
graphite opportunities,
they are, however, very
different assets
250kt per annum

350kt per annum

$34M

$440M

32 years

50+ years

US$115M

US$215M

98.5% to 99%
98.5%;
98.5% LOI premium;
Ultra Purity flake of 99% LOI

95% to 98%
Fixed Carbon
concentrate across a
range of flake sizes

65% is above 100 mesh

30% above 100 mesh

Reserves

70Mt tonnes @ 8.5% TGC

114.5Mt @ 16.6% TGC

Recovery

93%

70% targeting 80%

Direct grid power
60km from Rail at Ifakara
300km to Port Dar es Salaam

Site diesel power
Road Transport
490km to Port Nacala

Name Plate
Market Capitalisation

March 19

Mine Life
Initial Investment Capex
Product Profile

Logistics
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Strategic Approach to Financing
“Heavy”
Definitive
Feasibility Study

Remove Doubt Validate
Metallurgical
Performance
with Chinese EPC
Partner

Chinese Pilot
Plant (PP 2.0)Demonstrate
Product and
Validate Price
Point

Segmentation &
Channel
Development

Educate
Investors

Multiple Finance
Streams &
Options –

DFS “Heavy” designed
to engage with bank
DD process –
increased probability
of attractive financing
solution

Performance
warranty for
recovery, throughput
and flake size
underwrites “Build
Operate Transfer”
model

Chinese EPC partner
replicates product
grades and
performance –
improved market
transparency

Highest con grades
and large flake size
allows product to be
placed in many
segments

Orior Capital report
describes sector and
increases investment
coverage of sector

Vendor bid of up to
USD $40m

“Made in China” Increases
attractiveness for
Chinese offtake/
investment

Supports product
differentiation and
supports price point
to reflect Mahenge
branding

Market product to
highest margin
segments

Finance from : China,
Rest of Asia, North
America, Australia,
Middle East & Africa
Strategic partner
now to increase
attractiveness?
Sell down of
Mahenge Resources
to fund construction?
Debt – function of
visibility of price
point
All equity approach
not available
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Upcoming Catalysts

✓

Mining Licence Award
DFS Optimisation / Chinese Procurement
Additional Offtakes
4th Module
Financing Progression
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Summary

BKT WELL
POSITIONED

GROWING
MARKET
•

•

•

The graphite market is
transforming from a
mature sector to one
with rapid growth
prospects well above
GDP
There is an increasing
demand for Mahenge’s
high spec graphite
product
China domestic
rationalization supportive
of pricing and volume

•

•

•

•

Competent and
experienced
management team in
place
Project leverages
Geological and
Geographical advantages
Product validation via
largest pilot plant run in
sector of 90 tonnes

EXCEPTIONAL
ECONOMICS
•

Construction
underwritten by binding
off take agreements

•

The only project with a
bankable DFS in place to
deliver:
•

NPV10 US$895M

•

IRR 42.8%

•

Margin 63.6%

Great logistics with direct
access to rail and grid
power
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John de Vries
CEO, Executive Director
Black Rock Mining
+61 438 356 590
jdv@blackrockmining.com.au
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Richard Crookes
Chairman
Black Rock Mining
+61 404 083 396
richard.crookes@blackrockmining.com.au

Elvis Jurcevic
Investor Relations
Black Rock Mining
+61 408 268 271
ej@blackrockmining.com.au
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Q&A
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